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Simulating
Graphene Impurities

Graphene and its impurities
What is graphene?
         Carbon atoms that
         form honeycomb lattice.

What are graphene impurities?
         If we have randomly spread atoms on graphene
         lattice, then we have graphene impurities.

Example positions
         of impurities:

INTRODUCTION
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Two sublattices!

On top of C
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6 What this gives us?
We have successfully shown that in our model of the
       graphene impurities phase transition is possible.
       For the case with 𝐽₁ = 0 it occurs at approximately
       𝑇� = 15.37 𝐽₂.

With previously
       calculated case
       𝐽₁ = 𝐽₂ we can 
       sketch a plot:

CONCLUSIONS
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Monte Carlo methods
What are these?!
         Computational algorithms that rely on repeated
         random updates of the system.

Mechanism
         of MC methods:

What is the probability of accepting the update?
         It is given by the balance equation - heart of all
         Monte Carlo methods!

Worm algorithm:
         It is one of MC methods. Basically, it represents
         the system as bonds and makes paths using
         them (like a worm).
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If accepted:
𝜈��� = 𝜈′

If rejected:
𝜈��� = 𝜈

THEORETICAL METHOD

Repeat
inde�nitely

2 Our goal emerges!
Use computer simulations
       to research graphene impurities!

OBJECTIVE

Example of system
Site

Bond

Open path Closed path

5 What we got!
Our results can be used to �t the speci�c functions.

Near the critical temperature:

So, without corrections, critical temperature is:

RESULTS

4 Impurities simulation
Firstly, we have to introduce simpli�cations:
• Lattice constant 𝑎 is much smaller than the distances between
  impurities - we neglect the lattice structure (continuous case) - graph!
• The interaction between impurities is mediated by the conduction
  electrons = interactions are proportional to 𝑟⁻³.
• Impurities can only have spin “↑” or “↓”.

Our system thus looks like this:

Hamiltonian:                 Our case

𝑁�� impurities spreaded
on some unit area

Remember:
two sublattices -

impurities can
interact di�erently

Example of
open path

Example of
closed path

Quantized spin:
“↑” or “↓”

𝑠�, 𝑠� - spins (�1), 𝑐�, 𝑐� - “colours” of the sublattices (�1),
𝐽₁, 𝐽₂ - interaction constants, 𝑟�� - the distance between sites 𝑖 and 𝑗

USING THE METHOD
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